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Finding Acceptable Sources 

By Allin Kingsbury 

Imagine a genealogist finding hundreds of names on the Inter-
net and adding them to his database. The source that the genealo-
gist cites is the URL of the Web site where the data was found. 
He is pleased with the productivity of his “research.” You may 
ask, “Did the genealogist do a good job?” 

There are a number of problems in this scenario that need to 
be resolved. First, assume the Web site does not indicate the 
original sources of the data. Much of the genealogical data on the 
Internet lacks sources. Our genealogist made no effort to deter-
mine that the data was accurate and did not attempt to learn the 
sources of the data before accepting the data as valid. It is likely 
that our genealogist is repackaging junk genealogy and circulating it 
to others. Because the Internet data was neatly formatted in pro-
fessional-looking type, it looked correct. Secondly, citing an Inter-
net address as a source may turn out to be a wild goose chase. 
The data may be moved or the site may shut down before a good 
genealogist can get around to checking on the validity of the data. 

I had an experience similar to this scenario a few weeks ago 
when I found an ancestor on a Web site that included many gen-
erations of family members. I had worked on the family for many 
years and had been unable to determine who the parents were. 
Before I added the names to my database, I looked at the data to 
see if it made sense. The individuals who were stated to be par-
ents of my ancestor were from wealthy and prominent Swiss fami-
lies. This was consistent with what I had learned. They had joined 
the Mennonites and come to America to escape the viscous reli-
gious persecution they experienced in Switzerland. My ancestor 
was Catholic. For the son of a Mennonite who had escaped the 
religious persecution of Europe to have a son become a Catholic 
in America would be considered akin to treason, yet the son 
(most likely not my ancestor) was named in the father’s will as 
though he had caused no problem for the family. This did not 
make sense to me. Also, according to the birth dates, which were 
accurately documented for the family, the father was age 14 when 
his son (my ancestor) was born. This may have happened among 
uneducated poor families, but it would have been considered a 
disgrace in a prominent family of Switzerland. I chose not to add 
the names to my database. 

The Need for Good Sources 

Most researchers assume that if they have a source for a date 
and place, they have completed the research on this item. How-
ever, the source may not have sufficient information to prove that 
the date and place belong to the individual in your database. Indi-
viduals with the same name, especially if it is Smith, are common. 
You need a source of information to prove the relationship to a 
family. A document such as a birth certificate or christening re-
cord which lists the names of the parents will prove the relation-
ship. A death certificate verifies that the individual is the person in 
your family if the birth date matches other sources that you have 
or if it lists the next of kin that you can identify as a family mem-
ber. Another person’s research, printed as a genealogy will not 
necessarily prove a relationship. That person may have made a 

mistake and linked the wrong individual to a family. 

A friend told me of a problem in his research. He had found 
an ancestor in a New England town along with another family 
nearby where both parents had the exact same names as his an-
cestor and spouse. He was able to separate the families with some 
difficulty, only because the two families attended different 
churches and had named most of their children with different 
names than used for children in the other family.  

I had similar problem where my ancestor and another family 
with the same husband’s name and same given name for the wives 
had their children christened in the same three adjacent parishes 
during the same twenty-year period. The church records listed 
the full name of the father and the given name of the mother. I 
had to look at all the records available to separate the two fami-
lies. I only realized that there were only two families when I saw 
the christenings were too close together and that there were too 
many children and too many with the same given names.  

It is when you are gathering information about an individual 
and find someone with the same name living close by that you 
need to look at primary sources which are free from interpreta-
tions, speculations and guesses in order to differentiate the two 
individuals.  

Primary sources 

Most genealogical sources are either primary sources or sec-
ondary sources. A primary source is defined as a source recorded 
at the time of an event. It is assumed that the person doing the 
recording has knowledge of the facts being recorded or is getting 
the facts from someone who has knowledge of the facts. Examples 
of primary sources include: 

•   birth marriage and death certificates (vital records) 

•   christening, marriage, and burial records made by church offi-
cials 

•   burial records kept by a cemetery 

•   census records (assuming the census taker had a reliable infor-
mant) 

•   family Bibles (assuming births, marriages and deaths were re-
corded at time of event) 

•   pension records 

•   divorce proceedings 

•   mortuary records (assuming the informant was accurate) 

These sources provide dates and places for births, marriages, 
divorces and deaths. They are considered official records by the 
organization that recorded the information. This is even true for 
family Bibles. The person who made the effort to record the in-
formation for the family considered it an important duty that 
should be done accurately. 

Pension records are a primary source for the commencement 
of the pension and the termination (death). If the pension was paid 
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to the spouse after the decease of the pensioner, we have a pri-
mary source for her death date. Pension applications usually re-
quired proof of marriage as well as information about children, 
military service and places of residence. Because this information 
had penalties for perjury and usually required certification of accu-
racy by reputable witnesses, the information is reliable. Often, mar-
riage certificates and pages from the family Bible (primary sources) 
would be submitted with the application as proof. 

Other primary sources which do not normally contain birth 
marriage and death dates, but  are useful in estimating these dates 
and surmising where they occurred, include: 

•    land records 

•    probate records 

•    tax records 

•    court records, especially those dealing with inheritance and 
guardianship 

•    military records 

•    civil court records 

These records are useful in establishing when a person was 
known to be living or known to be deceased. The date of a pro-
bate record can be used to estimate that the deceased died within 
the preceding year. Tax records and land records are useful in es-
tablishing residence of the parents which would be the birthplace 
of a child born during the residency. Today, a mother will usually 
travel to a hospital to give birth, but to give birth anywhere outside 
the home was extremely uncommon in the 19th century and ear-
lier. 

Early civil court records often name individuals as witnesses or 
as participants in litigation. The occurrences of these names offi-
cially prove that the individual was living on the date that he ap-
peared in court, but may or may not provide evidence of place of 
residency. 

Secondary Sources  

A secondary source is a document that is based on research, 
remembered personal knowledge, or knowledge related by other 
individuals relating to events that have occurred earlier. In many 
secondary sources, the original source of the information is not 
recorded and remains a mystery. If discrepancies in dates or places 
are found, the decision regarding which information is correct can 
be difficult. Genealogists have established rules which work well in 
resolving conflicting data. The most-used rule says that a primary 
source is better than a secondary source. Resolution of data from 
two secondary sources is best resolved by finding a primary 
source. If there is conflicting data from two primary sources, the 
source closest to the actual event should prevail, but the discrep-
ancy should be mentioned in the notes of your database. You may 
find other sources that tip the balance in favor of the other date. 
Fortunately, some conflicting data is not off more than a few days 
or a few miles. (I find this is often not true – people can be re-
ported in a record to have been born in states far distant from 
their actual birth place and birth dates can be off by many years. 
Also I would include some examples of common secondary infor-
mation found on primary source documents such as the birth in-
formation on a death certificate, entries in family Bibles since some 
may be primary and some secondary. There are two other catego-
ries of evidence that could be mentioned: direct evidence that di-

rectly answers the question about an individual such as birth date, 
birth place, etc and indirect evidence such as age in a census, at 
marriage or at death from which a birth date can be calculated or 
estimated.) 

Some primary sources contain information that should be cate-
gorized as a secondary source. For example, a death certificate 
based on information supplied by a neighbor would be a secondary 
source for birth date and place of birth. A family bible with infor-
mation from an elderly grandmother’s memory about earlier gen-
erations of the family would be a secondary source for those dates. 
Information that is recent when recorded and which was witnessed 
or known by the author of the source is a primary source. Other-
wise the data should be treated as from a secondary source, even 
though the document is on the list of primary sources. 

Commonly used secondary sources for genealogy include: 

•   Manuscripts detailing family relationships 

•   Published family histories 

•   Biographies 

•   Local histories which include family history 

•   Obituaries 

•   Headstone inscriptions 

•   Marriage, birth and death announcements in newspapers 

•   Letters with family history information 

•   Internet family history sites 

•   Transcriptions of primary source information 

These secondary sources are only as good as the information 
used in their creation. They vary from accuracy equivalent to a pri-
mary source to pure fiction. The fiction is occasionally created 
through fraud, but more often it comes from sloppy research, 
guesses or forgetfulness. Many secondary sources offer no clues as 
to where the information originated 

Sources which prove relationship are the key to accurate family 
history. There are many examples where a genealogist has substi-
tuted another individual with the same name and proceeded with 
the research. Some have even found many generations of ancestors 
of the wrong parents and published their research, probably igno-
rant of their error .  

Sources which prove relationship include: 

•    Birth and christening documents which have the names of par-
ents  

•    Documents which match birthdates in a family Bible 

•    Documents which match the places of residence of an individual 

•    Documents which match the name of the spouse 

•    Probate records which name the spouse, children, grandchil-
dren and other relatives 

•    Family Bibles which state relationships 

•    Land records which document the inheritance of property to 
by other members of a family 

In order to establish relationship, you need to find documents that 
(Continued on page 78) 



Vidstone 

Vidstone, the latest technology for the re-
cently departed will be featured at the an-
nual funeral directors convention this year. 
A flat screen monitor embedded in the 
headstone will play an 8-minute video of 
the life of the deceased when a visitor 
pushes the start button. The unit is solar 
powered and comes with a choice of 
screen sizes from seven to twenty-two 
inches. To preserve the quiet reverence of 
the cemetery, there is no speaker. How-
ever, there is a headphone hack, just in 
case the visitor remembered to bring 
headphones. The next time you are making 
funeral arrangements, you may be asked if 
you loved the deceased enough to include 
the deluxe model Vidstone. And the mor-
tuary may have a studio and editing room 
in the basement where you can have a 

professionally edited video produced. 

Tombstone Hero or Scoundrel? 

For three years, Gene Platt worked on his 
self-appointed project as he cleaned tomb-
stones, removing fungus and lichen. He 
then applied several coats of white-
pigmented sealer to the Georgia marble 
tombstones. Then he worked on the worn 
lettering using drills and grinding tools. Fi-
nally he painted the letters and numbers 
with gold paint. The old headstones looked 
like new after Mr. Platt was finished. He 
spent thousands of hours and many dollars 
of his own money carrying out the project. 

Mr. Platt wanted his work to be followed 
nationwide. He did receive recognition in 
the form of commendations from ceme-
tery officials. Representative Loretta San-
chez (D-Santa Ana), the Santa Ana Histori-

cal Preservation Society and the Sons of 
Union Veterans of the Civil War all com-
mended his project. 

It was not until later that the experts ex-
pressed their horror at the potential dam-
age caused by Mr. Platt. The Georgia mar-
ble used on many of the stones had no 
way of releasing moisture after the sealer 
was applied, accelerating deterioration of 
the stone. They said black lithochrome 
paint should have been used instead of the 
gold. Also working by himself, Mr. Platt 
could have changed a 3 to an 8 or guessed 
at some of the letters in the worn inscrip-
tion, and changed a name or date. A grave-
stone inscription is like a historical docu-
ment. An archivist would not tolerate a 
well-meaning genealogist taking out his pen 
and enhancing faded writing on a will or 
parish record. 
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Stranger Than Fiction:  Vidstone, Tombstone Hero or Scoundrel? 

Slave Life,  NEHGS Halts Lending Library, Record Destruc-
tion Prompts Action 

Slave Life  

Marguerite Ross Howell spent a lot of research time looking 
at old court petitions. The documents contain many personal de-
tails such as their occupation, diseases that they suffered, and 
more, which change the names to real people. As she read new 
documents, she would think to herself that the information could 
help someone trace their African-American family tree. 

Her work will help those family historians who need the data 
when a project she and her former professor at UNCG have 
started is finally completed. The two are compiling 14 years of 
notes taken by Marguerite covering the years 1776 to 1867. The 
data is a compilation of 17,487 legislative and court documents 
from about 200 county court houses in the District of Columbia 
and 15 former slave states. The court petitions were filed by slave 
owners, slaves and free blacks. The project is called Schweninger's 
Race and Slavery Petitions Project 1776-1867, named for Profes-
sor Loren Schweninger, Marguerite’s former professor. 

NEHGS Halts Lending Library 

The New England Historic Genealogical Society (NEHGS) has 
a lending library with more than 30,000 titles from which mem-
bers can borrow copies for a fee. Many individuals have joined the 
society just to use this service. The service will stop in the spring 
of 2006. The NEHGS staff will assist members in finding books 

elsewhere that were formerly available from the lending library.  

To offset the loss of the lending library, NEHGS is adding new 
member services including access to HeritageQuest Online, a sub-
scription genealogy service, and downloadable lectures. 

Record Destruction Prompts Action 

A boom in mining in White County, Arkansas has brought a 
crowd of researchers to the county courthouse looking for the 
owners of mineral rights. According to the court clerk, the group 
has shown no respect for the record books containing probate 
records and tax records dating back more than one hundred 
years. She witnessed the people using the books as ladders, stand-
ing on piles of books to 
reach high shelves. They 
are interfering with the 
work of courthouse em-
ployees and with occa-
sional genealogists who 
stop by the courthouse in 
Searcy on their vacations 
to look up family records. 
The court has stirred up 
some controversy by put-
ting restrictions on the use 
of the records. 

News For Genealogists:  

Goeff  Rasmussen 
Coming in November 

Geoff Rassmussen, author of Leg-
acy, a popular genealogy program, 
will speak at the November meet-
ing. He will briefly introduce Legacy, 
and then conduct a class about the 
features and capabilities of the Leg-
acy program. 

(Continued from page 77) 

indicate that all your sources are about the same individual. Each 
individual has unique identifiers such as birth date, exact residency, 
occupation, and names of relatives. If you rely on the place of resi-
dency to be sure documents apply to the same individual, accuracy 
depends upon the uniqueness of the place. A small town is much  

better than a large city, unless you have a street address which is 
most unique. If you have a person linked to a single piece of prop-
erty, you have done well. If you have the person linked to a place 
like Boston, then you must be sure that you have not merged two 
individuals with the same name. 

To be continued in the next issue. 
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parture country, date, arrival port, and arrival country. The index 
may be searched by passenger name, or by entering information 
to match with the fields in the database. Each entry has a note 
field that lists the source of the information and has links to the 

Internet Web page where more information may be found. 

Saxony Roots has passenger lists that need to be transcribed 
and added to the database. They welcome volunteers to help with 
the project. To visit the site, go to: www.saxonyroots.com/ships/ 

Finding Acceptable Sources - part 2 
By Allin Kingsbury 

Continued from the October issue 

The first part of this article discussed the problem of finding sources 
that have significant evidence of relationship. To prove a lineage, a ge-
nealogist needs evidence of relationship and of identity. 

Problems of Secondary and Sub-secondary Sources  

Much of the information in secondary sources is correct. Many 
genealogists who assembled large family genealogies did excellent 
research and found solid sources of information. The older family 
histories were often compiled from interviews with living individu-
als who knew the information about their generation of the family. 
The common problem with these sources is the occasional mis-
takes that creep into research from misreading difficult handwrit-
ing, transcription errors by clerks and others who kept records, 
misspellings, lapses of memory by family members reciting family 
history and many other sources of error. Secondary sources often 
do not list the sources of information, nor do they point out 
places where the researcher guessed or assumed. There are many 
genealogies now being published today that have only secondary 
sources as sources. Most of these are on the Internet. These fam-
ily histories often use christening dates and represent them as 
birth dates and burial dates as death dates. They often take 
guesses by other individuals and list them as fact without the 
benefit of explanatory notes. They are creating sub-secondary 
sources that look like secondary sources. 

Should you be lucky enough to get one of these genealogies in 
GEDCOM format, you can convert it to a computer database and 
run a records check. Should you find many syntax errors in the 
data such as births before marriage dates, deaths before birth 
dates, unusual ages of parents when having children, children born 
less than 9 months apart, and so forth, you have evidence of poor 
research. In such cases, much of the data is useful until you come 
to a point where an individual is linked to the wrong parents or 
spouse. However, to be sure the data you have is accurate, you 
need to check every fact if all you have is a sub-secondary source 
or a poor quality genealogy. To be sure, you need to know which 
primary sources verify the data in your family history 

Even Primary Sources Can be Wrong 

You may find conflicting information as you do your research. 
Occasionally, primary sources can be wrong. Census takers occa-
sionally falsified records because they were paid by the number of 
names found. One census taker for the Illinois 1850 census en-
tered several families in his area twice. To avoid accusations, he 
altered the details enough to make the added families look like a 
different family, but the changes were such that, if confronted, he 
could claim the bogus entry was the actual family. Other problems 
came when the family was not home and the census taker used a 

neighbor as an informant. There are also occasional errors in offi-
cial documents where a careless clerk wrote an entry wrong, or 
made a transcription error when copying a document into the 
official record. There are also errors by the researcher when 
poor handwriting is misread, or an error is made transcribing 
data. With the excellent copy machines available today, it is good 
to copy the original document so that it can be reexamined later if 
a discrepancy is found. 

Identities Can Be Confused 

My ancestor, Robert King fought in the Revolutionary War. 
One history of Erie County, Pennsylvania refers to him as Captain 
King and says that he distinguished himself in the Sauk wars and 
concluded a peace treaty with the Indians. The Revolutionary War 
Pension File for Robert King lists his children with their birth 
dates and leaves no doubt that he is my ancestor. It also states 
that his military service was limited to the Revolutionary War and 
that he held the rank of lieutenant. There was a Captain Robert 
King who fought the Indians. Several genealogies posted on the 
Internet refer to my ancestor as Captain Robert King. I can find 
no primary evidence stating that the Robert King who settled in 
Erie County, Pennsylvania was a captain. One must never assume 
that if the name is the same, it must be the same person. 

To be sure two sources are referring to the same individual, 
there must be information which links the individual to a relative 
(preferably a parent), to a place (such as a residence), or to a 
common event. If there is nothing to link the two references, you 
can never be sure they refer to the same person. A good source 
will identify an individual in such a way as to eliminate any doubt 
that all the information about him refers to the same person.  

Conclusion 

It is important to find the best possible sources of information. 
Accurate sources lead to sound conclusions. More sources give 
you more details about the person. If your sources are few and 
have questionable accuracy, you should continue your research.  

You should record not only the sources that you have found, 
but also sources that had no information or could not be found. 
You may find more sources later. Others will look at your re-
search and want to know where you looked. If you can explain in 
your notes why some sources could not be found or did not help, 
you do a great service to those who review your work.  

Sources should not just provide dates and places for births, 
marriages, deaths and other events, but they should prove rela-
tionships. They should prove that the birth, marriage, and death 
are all for the same person. The same name could refer to more 
than one person. The sources should also prove the connection of 
each generation to the next. 




